
Workflow Tree

Opportunities

Folder The brains of your Grow workflows. 
This is where we filter all of your 
leads/members and route them to 
specific workflows

Ex Members Tag 
Added

Member tag Added
Non Member Tag 

Added
First Class Reserved 

Tag
First class attended 

Tag
Lead Tag Added

TAG/INFO COMES 
FROM CORE 
ACCOUNT

Core sends Grow tag info from your 
plan types; Lead, Non Member or 
Member. Core also sends Grow 
check in tags when a client reserves 
or checks in for class. It also sends 
client updates; pause, plan name and 
other details

Adding the Ex Meber tag 
removes client from all 

workflows and adds them to 
ex member stage

Adds member tag. Removes 
from lead workflows Adds to 
new member 100 day journy

Nutrition Y/N?

Adds Nutrition Tag. Adds to 
Nutrition Stage in 

opportunities .

Yes NoEx Member tag comes from 
core when a plan is 

cancelled. This sends to 
Grow and enters this 

workflow

This is for tagging only. 
Currently no workflows 
or messaging surround 

nutrition.

MEMBERS

Folder

New Member 100 Day 
Journey

There is no trigger set on this workflow. 
Members are added from the opportunities 
folder > Member tag added which adds 
them to this flow.

Birthday Notifications Cancel form Submitted
Legacy Member (Messaging 

to existing members)
Member Anniversary

Pause form Submitted/Tag 
added

Sends 
email/SMS to 

current clients 
notifying them 
of Grow info

This 
workflow is 
triggered 
Manually

Sends internal 
notification to 

team 
members of 

client birthday

Sends 
email/SMS to 

current clients 
notifying them 
of Grow info

No external 
communication 
to clients. Can 
add email or 
SMS manually

No external 
communication 
to clients. Can 
add email or 
SMS manually

Sends 
email/SMS to 

current clients 
notifying them 
of Grow info

LOGIC CHECK: 
Less than 5 

check ins, not ex 
member?

We check to ensure ex 
members and no 
member with less than 
5 check ins continue 
through this workflow

Yes

Remove from 
workflow

No

WEBSITE FORM 
SUBMITTED 

Forms from Site: Contact 
us, Rates, Pause Form, 
Cancel form

Sends 
email/SMS to 
Staff of form 
submission 
with details

Note: This does 
not cancel the 
client's plan. This 
still must be done 
manually in Core

Sends 
email/SMS to 
Staff of form 
submission 
with details

Note: This does 
not cancel the 
client's plan. This 
still must be done 
manually in Core

Drop in Y/N?

Adds Drop in tag and waits 
for class reservation

Yes No

Nutrition Y/N?

Adds Nutrition Tag. Adds to 
Nutrition Stage in 

opportunities .
Remove from 

workflow

This is for tagging only. 
Currently no workflows 
or messaging surround 

nutrition.

Trial Y/N?

Yes No

EX< NON OR 
MEMBER 

TAGS?  Y/N?

Remove from 
workflow

Yes

Adds to Trial Class Reserved 
Workflow

No
Drop in Y/N?

Remove from 
workflow

No

Adds To first drop in class 
reserved

Yes

DROP INS

Folder

First Drop in Class Reserved Drop in Review SMS 2.0

Sends 
email/SMS to 

Client with 
Class details

90 Min after client 
checks in, Sends 

email/SMS to thank 
them and asks for 

review

Trial Y/N?

Does not have 
EX< NON OR 

MEMBER TAGS? 
 Y/N?

Remove from 
workflow

Adds To Trial Class Attended

Yes No
Drop in Y/N?

Remove from 
workflow

Adds To first drop in Review 
sms 2.0

Core sends Grow these 
details on the client's 
first reserved class

Core sends Grow these 
details on the client's 
first class check in

Trial Y/N?

Adds Free trial Tag. Removes 
from all lead workflows. 

Notifies Staff. Adds to 
opportunities pipeline stage

Yes No

NoYes

NoYes

Removes lead Tag. Adds 
follow up tag. Moves to lead 

stage in opportunities 
pipeline. Notifies staff

Note: The lead tag is removed at this 
check point, so that if they purchase 
a lead plan later, this workflow will 
trigger when the "Lead tag" is re 
added to the client

TRIALS

Folder

Trial Registered 2.0
Trial Class Reservation 

Confirmation
Trial Class Attended

Reminds client to book 
their trial class. 

This workflow kicks in after a trial plan 
purchase and if client does not check in or 

reserve to class gives them reminders to do 
so. If they do not, sends internal notifications 

to staff to follow up. If they do reserve, or 
check in, they are removed

Gives class reservation 
details.

Sends client follow up 
after check in

Waits 90 minutes then 
follows up with client 
and checks in on 
them. Sends internal 
notification to staff

LEADS FROM 
WEBSITE

Folder

EX MEMBER / LEAD 
REENGAGEMENT

Sends a reengagement 
message to old 

members and old leads

This is a manual Trigger. 
Contacts must be 
manually entered into this 
workflow

Contact Us Form 
Submitted

Triggers a lead 
conversion messaging 

Notifies staff of 
incoming lead

Rates Request 
Submitted

Triggers a lead 
conversion messaging 

Notifies staff of 
incoming lead

APPT. SCHEDULED IN 
GROW

Client self books, or staff books 
appt in Grow

APPOINTMENTS

Folder

INTRO APPT 
SCHEDULED

INTRO APPT - NO 
SIGN UP AFTER

INTRO APPT - NO 
SHOW

CANCELLED APPT.

Triggers a lead 
conversion messaging 

Triggers a lead 
conversion messaging 

Triggers a lead 
conversion messaging 

Triggers a lead 
conversion messaging 

Appt is booked from Grow and this is 
triggered on from the appt schedule. Staff is 
notified and client receives reminders 24hrs 

and 1 hr before appr.

When an appt in Grow is 
marked as "Showed" this 

will trigger. If grow 
detects no purchase, it 

will re engage the lead to 
attempt to get them to 

convert

When an appt in Grow is 
marked as "No Show" 

this will trigger.  it will re 
engage the lead to 

attempt to get them to 
rebook another appt

When an appt in Grow is 
marked as "Cancelled" 

this will trigger.  it will re 
engage the lead to 

attempt to get them to 
rebook another appt

AT RISK

Folder

AT RISK MESSAGING
RECENT CHECK TAG 

ADDED
Ex Members Tag 

Added

Note: This workflow is only 
triggered when someone is 
manually entered into this 
workflow

Sends 
email/SMS to 

current clients 
notifying them 
of Grow info

The messaging in this workflow is designed to let 
someone who needs more accountability and ideas to 
help them remain consistent. Someone is designed to go 
through this entire workflow

Member Y/N?

Removes from at risk 
workflow. Removes recent 

check in tag. Removes at risk 
tag. Adds them to At risk 

workflow

YES

Member Y/N?

Waits 7 days

YES

NO

We wait 7 days here in case 
a lead who checked in, 
converts to a membership, 
at which time we want them 
to add to the at risk 
workflow

Remove from 
workflow

NO

Paused Y/N?

Remove from 
workflow

YES

If no check in is detected 
from Core, this workflow will 
begin to send notifications to 

staff. NO EXTERNAL 
MESSAGING IS SENT TO 

CLIENTS

Waits 6 days

This workflow will continue 
every 7 days notifying staff. 
If the client checks in, they 
are removed and put back 
into the recent check in tag 
added and re added to at 
risk tag workflow

NO

CLIENT CHECKS 
INTO CLASS AT ANY 

POINT IN 
WORKFLOW


